BRIDGE CUTTING MACHINE
Model HTO- 1200

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The bridge cutting machine HTO -1200+ is designed to process of one or multiple
superposed slabs of granite, marble, etc. It can be used in completely automatic or
manual way.
For example, tiles, kitchen worktops and bath special pieces, strips, base boards, etc.
can be manufactured in a precise and fast way thanks to its design and the automatic
sequential cutting program. A further option of a simple CAD program will add basic
profiling to the specification.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
MOTORS
Disk motor power
Auxiliary motor power (long, trans, vert)
Inverter of electronic regulation of disk rotation speed (rpm)
HEAD
Disk inclination with steering wheel and manual brake
Extreme angles of inclination.
Diameter of the disk
Depth of cut
AXIS STROKES AND MOVEMENTS
Vertical stroke of the disk (400mm when horizontal position)
Vertical movement
Transfer stroke of the disk
Transfer movement
Length stroke of the disk (with D.600mm)
Length movement

22,5 Kw
7,5 Kw aprox

From 0 to 90º
600 - 1200 mm
170 - 450 mm

700 mm
motorized
3500 mm
Motorized+viewer

3650 mm
Motorized+viewer

TABLE
Tilting and manual turning table, blocking system at 0º, 45º, 90º, 135º, 180º and 270º by
pushbutton. Position light provided.
Table sizes
3000X1800 mm
AUTOMATISM
Electronics regulation of speed for strokes.
Automatic system for the opening and locking device of the water.
Transfer course with programmer of sizes.
Automatic program for vertical step cutting.
STRUCTURE AND COMPONENTS
Laser pointer of 10 Mv.
Protected and oil bath bridge guides.
Protected and oil bath carriage guides.
Optical barrier to close frontal access in working area
TECHNICAL DATAS
Minimum air pressure for the table blocking
Total required electrical power.
Water consumption (with disk of 350 mm)
Approximate net weight of the machine and accessories.
External sizes of the machine
Three phase power supply + neuter: 400 v. 50 Hz.

6 bares
22,5 Kw aprox
35 l/min
6600 Kg.
6500x5300x3650 mm
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HTO-1200 OPTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
The structure of this machine is formed by the bridge and the manual turntable.
The bridge is a very solid cast dual-beam structure assembled on two walls of concrete
(optionally, they can be two metallic walls) positioned either side of the table.
A support that carries main motor moves along the bridge. Main motor is flat type and it
is specially designed to hold the blade. The displacement guide-ways, where this
support moves, are lubricated and protected in oil in order to guarantee ease of
movement. The vertical displacements of the machine head are carried out on two
chromium-plated columns.
The head can be inclined and blocked in any angle between 0 and 90 degrees in order
to achieve miter cuts. The blade guard is covered, internally with a sound absorbing
material to reduce the noise level.
The table is of an adequate size and construction, designed to withstand the rigors of
the industry. The manual turntable can be locked automatically from the operator
control station. Multiple lock-off positions are available (0º, 90º, 135º, 180º and 270º)
along intermediate angles using the table brake system. An indicator light on the
operator panel indicates when a correct position and lock-off has been achieved.
The operator control panel will rotate in order to allow easy access to the graphic
display for the machine operator. All the displacements are motorized and controlled by
an electronic inverter. Speeds may be adjusted by a potentiometer on the operator
control panel.
The blade cooling water is automatically activated, when the cut begins and
deactivated when finishing it. A 10 mW laser is included to facilitate positioning of the
stone.
Optionally, the table can be titling to facilitate the charge of the sheets. Other annexes
are the speed variator to allow different diameters of disk, the programmer of cut
vertical to passing, the laser for the signaling of the cut, or the electronic copying one of
profiles, among another.

**We can easily adapt the standard machine to the exact specifications of each
customer. In these images, you can see some examples of additional characteristics to
the HTO:
- Two tables
- Increased power of main engine
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